Four universal Turing machines are given with strong limitations on the number of left instructions in their program. One of the machines is morever non-erasing, i.e. it does not erase any 1 written on the tape. c 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Up to what extent is it necessary to remove unilaterality in order to obtain universal Turing machines?
In an almost unnoticed paper [9] , Pavlotskaya states the following property:
Theorem 1 (Pavlotskaya [9] ). For any Turing machine on alphabet {0; 1} with a single left instruction in its program; the halting problem is decidable.
In [1, 5] , we extend this result a bit: to two left states in a non-erasing context. Namely:
Theorem 2 (Margenstern [2] ). For any non-erasing Turing machine on alphabet {0; 1} with precisely two left instructions in its program; the halting problem is decidable; where non-erasing means that the machine is never permitted to change a 1 into 0.
On the other hand, we have frontier results in both the erasing and the non-erasing cases:
Theorem 3 (Margenstern and Pavlotskaya [7] ). There is a universal Turing machine on {0; 1} with precisely two left instructions in its program.
And for non-erasing machines:
Theorem 4 (Margenstern [3, 4] ). There is a non-erasing universal Turing machine on {0; 1} with precisely three left instructions in its program. Moreover; such a machine may be constructed with 218 states.
The goal of this paper is to indicate how to construct these universal machines. A sketchy proof of Theorem 3 is given in Section 6. We begin with the non-erasing case which involves other universal Turing machines with only a few left instructions:
Theorem 5 (Margenstern (see Section 3)). There is a universal Turing machine on {0; 1} with precisely six left instructions in its program. Moreover; such a machine may be constructed with 59 states.
Notice that the latter machine is a small universal one. The smallest presently known universal Turing machine on {0; 1} belongs to Rogozhin with a machine with 22 states [12] . But his machine has 20 left instructions.
Theorem 6 (Margenstern (see Section 4 and [2])
). There is a universal Turing machine on {0; 1} with precisely three left instructions in its program. Moreover; such a machine may be constructed with 190 states.
All the considered machines use the same technique, which we call MinskyRogozhin technique since, ÿrst completely formulated in [8] , it was impressively used in [10] , see also [11] . This technique consists in simulating any 2-tag-system by a Turing machine under a suitable encoding.
Recall on tag-systems
Particular case of Post systems, a p-tag-system is a computation associated to a mapping from alphabet A into A * . Call the image of a its production. One step of the computation is constituted by performing the following three operations, illustrated, below, with p = 2:
where P i is the production of a i . First, remember the ÿrst letter of the tagged word, i.e., submitted to the tag-system. Second, erase the ÿrst p letters of the word. Third, append the production corresponding to a i to the right end of what remains of the tagged word. Repeat this process on the word obtained until either the tagged word has less than p letters, or the ÿrst erased letter is a halting one. Halting letters are distinguished letters of A which, by deÿnition, makes the computation of the tag-system to halt when they are scanned as a ÿrst letter of the tagged word. A single halting letter su ces.
The reason why these systems are considered is the following property, proved, for instance, in [8] :
Theorem (Coke and Minsky [14] ). Any deterministic Turing machine can be simulated by a 2-tag system.
Wang proved that, on the contrary, 1-tag-systems do have a decidable halting problem [13] .
Let us illustrate a tag-computation on the following example (from now on, we say tag-sytem for 2-tag-system):
Starting from word bbb we get: bbb bbc cbc c!, where symbol ! indicates that the computation is completed.
Simulating technique
The tape of the simulating machine replicates the simulated conÿguration under a suitable encoding. In order to encode any given alphabet, letters are encoded as 1 n 0, where 0 plays the rôle of a delimiter. Productions are encoded as concatenations of encoded letters and are delimited by an extra 0. If a, b and c are encoded, respectively, 10, 110 and 1110, productions of the above tag-system are encoded as 0110011011100, where the ÿrst 0 is a left delimiter for all the productions. In the machines for which we indicate, below, a construction, the number of 1's in the code of a letter is the number of 0's lying between the ÿrst 0 of the productions and the ÿrst 1 of the production corresponding to the letter, ÿrst 0 included.
Simulating one step of the tag-system computation is indicated by the following ÿgure, splitting the cycle of Turing steps into ÿve stages:
(a) initial conÿguration.
(b) locating the production, which takes place while the ÿrst letter of the tagged word is being erased.
(c) erasing the second letter.
(d) copying the production.
(e) preparing the next step of the tag-system.
The precise fashion for performing these stages is di erent in the various machines to which we turn now.
The machine with six left instructions
In this machine, the left instructions are split into two groups of three ones, each group following, say, this pattern:
where, in each (reading) instruction of this table, unchanged elements are not mentioned.
Each group deÿnes a move from the right end of the conÿguration to its left end. These groups deÿne two signals. One says: 'repeat the previous stage', the other one: 'turn to the other stage'. The main two stages are indicated by the odd bit which precedes the ÿrst 1 of the simulating conÿguration, and which we call the stage bit.
The encoding is adapted to this situation: every cell of the simulated conÿgura-tion is encoded by a four-celled unit, say four-bits unit. Bits 0 and 2 are set to 1 for signalizing the simulated conÿguration and making it possible to cross over the conÿguration from right to left via the above instructions. Bit 1 is the content of the simulated cell and bit 3 is a marker. Let 0; 0 ; 1 and 1 denote, respectively 1010, 1011, 1110 and 1111. Unit 0000 delimitates both ends of the simulated conÿguration.
During the locating stage (stage bit to 0), each 1 in the ÿrst letter a i of the tagged word is marked as 1 while, during the next crossing over from left to right, a corresponding 0 is marked as 0 in the productions. Starting with 1 n 0, the encoding of a i becomes 1 n 0 when the locating stage is completed. The machine detects this situation by ÿnding a 0 instead of a 1 after the block of 1 units.
The replicating stage (stage bit to 1) is then entailed by calling the second group of left instructions. The machine searches the ÿrst unmarked symbol. If it is a 1, it marks it and goes to the right of the conÿguration for writing 1 on the tape. If it is a 0, the machine marks it as 0 and scans the next unit: if the latter happens to be 1, a 0 is written on the tape and the machine goes back to the left via the repeat signal. If the next unit happens to be 0, then a 0 is written on the tape by an other group of states and the change signal is taken for coming back to the stage bit.
As the change signal scans stage bit to 1, a group of states is called in order to unmark the productions: the next locating stage will take place with the next return to the left. The process is completed when three consecutive 0 units are noticed. The same thing is used to recognize the halting production: when the machine counts three consecutive 0 units while it looks for a symbol to replicate during the replicating stage.
The erasing machine with three left instructions
It appears that the simulating process can be performed with only one left signal. The price for this is increasing the complexity of the encoding in order to put on the tape the signals that cannot be provided by the states.
Intuitively, the machine mimicks a three-headed, one tape machine on alphabet {0; 1} which would simulate a tag-system. For this purpose, coming back to the ÿgure of Section 2, let us suppose that the ÿrst head is at the beginning of the productions, the second at the beginning of the tagged word and the third at the end of that word. During the locating stage, the ÿrst two heads move more or less in parallel. During the replication, the ÿrst and the third move strictly parallel. It can be noticed now that a single move to the left is enough for turning to the next step of the tag-computation: the coming back of the ÿrst head to its starting position.
We simulate these heads with a single one by setting a marker on the tape at the starting points of each mimicked head. When the simulating head scans one marker (from left to right), it becomes the corresponding head. Of course, more or less parallel and strictly parallel actions are delayed in time.
The activity of the machine is a constant replication cycle: each encountered unit is copied right after the right end of the conÿguration, after crossing it over to the right. Then the machine goes back to the left end, always via the same group of left instructions. As a consequence, the machine has 'forgotten' what it had previously performed when its head is again scanning the left end of the conÿguration. From time to time, when the machine scans a particular unit, markers are placed or extra units are copied according to which stage is currently being executed.
The encoding is based on 10 bit units, with as previously, even bits set to 1 and the useful information spread over the odd bits. We may represent these units by symbols of a greater alphabet. In this machine the above initial conÿguration looks like the following:
ru011100111011111100m111011101110v
Here, u, m, and v are the starting positions of the heads of the tricephalous machine; r stands for a status word indicating which stage of the tag-computation is currently being performed. Both r and v indicates the locating stage. The replicating one is indicated by, respectively c and k. Both symbols, one at each end, allow to manage a transition between the main stages of the simulation without breaking the basic cycle of copying the current left end word to the right end of the conÿgura-tion.
We have no room here for the table of the auxiliary machine working with this greater alphabet (see [2] ).
We can only indicate the succession of key conÿgurations as follows: Locating stage: split itself into two sub-stages: marking ÿrst the current 1 in the tagged-word, then, after the conÿguration has been almost completely replicated, Notice that y is 'swallowed' by r when the latter comes right to it, which allows to actually erase the ÿsrt two letters of the tagged word. Then, from a starting replicating conÿguration cu 0; 1 := a; b 1 110: : :00 m k where the empty box corresponds, in our example, to a void zone of cells, but could be, of course, a large one with an other set of productions.
we come to this one, marking the symbol to be next copied: The completion of the replicating stage is detected by scanning a 0 right after scanning a 0 transformed into x. Then k is transformed into v, and when c comes right to v, v is changed into r, a's and b's are changed into 0's and 1's, the needed 0 is copied and v is written right after it. Thus, a new starting conÿguration of the locating stage is reached.
The halting of the process is obtained as follows: we may suppose that the tagsystem contains a single halting letter. It is encoded by the number of 0's on the tape which lie between u and m. So when, in the replicating stage, looking for a 0 or 1 to replicate the head falls onto m, it means that the located production is the halting one, whence the halting condition for our Turing machine.
By translating this machine into a machine on {0; 1}, we can obtain by compressing the resulting table a machine with 190 states, the full table of which with suitable explanations can be found in [2] .
The non-erasing machine with three left instructions
Let us indicate here an alternative proof of the ÿrst sentence in Theorem 5. Consider a ÿxed tag-system. Then, in order to simulate it, the above locating stage may be internalized in the states of the machine. The only needed move to the left is the coming back of the machine head to the beginning of the new tagged word. This may be simulated within the three left instructions condition as the right table below shows.
If we take a tag-system simulating a universal Turing machine, we then obtain by the same way a universal Turing machine with precisely three left instructions. The simulating conÿguration is now constituted of the single encoding of the tagged word which looks like as : : : 0110110110 : : :
where letters a, b and c may be simply encoded 10, 110, 1110.
It is now not very di cult to transpose that construction into the non-erasing context. Take the same encoding as previously, but add a new letter to the left of the initial conÿguration, a for instance, which will play the role of a trash:
: : : 010110110110 : : :
The table, right, is the non-erasing transposition of the above one. It di ers from this one by an extra state which allows to cross over the trash of 1's from left to right. When the machine scans a 0, it changes it into 1 and goes to the ÿrst 1 in the ÿrst letter of the tagged word under state 1. By this way, it adds the encoding of the ÿrst letter to the trash. The same thing happens with the second letter when delimiter 0 in the ÿrst letter is changed into 1.
Applying this technique to a universal tag-system, this gives a simple proof of the ÿrst sentence in Theorem 4, see [4] .
The same internalization of the locating stage shows that:
Theorem 7. A non-erasing universal Turing machine on {0; 1} with two heads and without left instructions can be constructed; provided that moves of type M = S are allowed.
However, if moves of type M = S too are not allowed, the machine has a decidable halting problem, in the erasing case too.
A machine with 218 states
In order to obtain a machine with a rather small number of states, we may proceed as indicated above, in the erasing context.
The global activity is again a cycle of copying a (10 bit) unit right to the right end of the conÿguration. As 1's cannot be erased, erasing is obtained by drowning information under contiguous blocks of erasing units 1111111111. The same principles govern here each stage of the previous simulating process that we may ÿrst modelize on a machine with a richer alphabet as done in [3] .
Some care must be taken of the encoding. Replacement of the symbols must obey an order induced by the non-erasing condition in order to be possible: let ≺ i any bit set to 1 in c( ) is also set to 1 in c( ), where c(a) is the encoding of a.
The encoding is given by the following tables: delimiters: b's are unmarked the same way; 0's and 1's are simply copied; for m, in order to lower the number of states, y changes it into u and m is copied at the end of the conÿguration: the reason is that y recognizes m, to be erased, from r, to remain unchanged, after reading the ÿrst two bits; later, z changes u into y.
The halting is recognized as in the case of the previous machine. The translation of the obtained auxiliary machine leads, after compression, to a machine with 218 states. Its full table is given in [3] together with detailed explanation for implementing on {0; 1} the simulating process.
The erasing machine with two left instructions
This machine, explained in [7, 6] , is based on another principle: it directly implements a two register machine which simulates a universal Turing machine.
Here, we only recall the basic steps of the simulation. Let x and y be the content of the registers of the two register machine, say R, to be simulated. This content, together with the number of the R-instruction to be performed, say i are encoded in Y = 2 K · 2 x · 3 y +6i. Incrementing x or y by one means multiplying 2 x · 3 y by 2 or by 3. Decrementing these numbers by one means division of 2 x · 3 y by 2 or 3. Indeed, as easily seen, only division by 6 is needed.
In order to perform these operations with only two left instructions, one needs a uniform algorithm for computing multiplication by 2, by 3 and division by 6. In [7, 6] , this is obtained for the indicated multiplications together with pseudo-division by 6 which is the mapping
Let Y be represented in unary on the tape of the Turing machine to be constructed. The basic idea of this uniform algorithm consists in deleting the ÿrst L 1's of Y and then, after the head has reached the rightmost 1 of Y , to append L 1's with = For unifying the three needed operation, it is enough to take a multiple of 42 as number L. If we take L = 42·2 K , and if 2 K ¿6i, whatever i, the number of the simulated R-instruction, then the above described algorithm performs the needed operation, and the remainder of division by L allows to save the value of i: this is necessary to make the Turing machine turn to the simulation of the next R-instruction.
Details of the implementation are given in [7, 6] .
